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Introduction

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD), also known as

neonatal chronic lung disease, is an important and

common complication of premature infants with low

birthweight. A number of definitions have been used in

different workplaces. The National Institute of Child

Health and Human Development (NICHD) Consensus

Conference in 2000 proposed a severity-based

diagnostic criterion for BPD.1 Infants with less than 32
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weeks of gestational age were assessed at 36 weeks

post-menstrual age (PMA) or after discharged home,

whichever came first, and mild BPD was defined as

requiring supplemental oxygen for more than or equal

to 28 days but breathing room air at 36 weeks,

moderate BPD as requiring less than 30% oxygen and

severe BPD as requiring more than 30% oxygen.1 As

severity of BPD increases, so does the incidence of

neurodevelopmental, visual and hearing impairment.

The incidence of BPD increases with decreasing

birthweight. Very low birthweight (VLBW) was defined

as a birthweight of lower than 1250 g, while extremely

low birthweight (ELBW) was defined as a birthweight of

lower than 1000 g. According to the NICHD Neonatal

Research Network of babies born between 1997 and
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2002, VLBW infants accounted for 97% of cases of BPD.

For those with birthweight between 501 to 750 g, around

46% will develop BPD.2

The pathogenesis of BPD is complex and much remains

unknown. It is multifactorial, involving both antenatal

and postnatal factors that either disrupt pulmonary

development or induce inflammatory damage to the

lungs. Prematurity is a major risk factor since airway

supporting structures, antioxidant mechanism and fluid

clearance are poorly developed, and lung surfactant is

deficient between 23 to 32 weeks of gestation.3,4

Prolonged mechanical ventilation, another well-

established risk factor, is thought to overdistend airways

and alveoli, resulting in damage of small airways with

scarring and fibrosis.5,6 Apart from mechanical damage,

oxygen supplementation itself from the process of

ventilation also imposes harm. This is evidenced by

preterm infants having nutrient deficiencies in chemicals

with antioxidant properties, including Vitamins A and E,7

as well as lower activity of catalase, glutathione

peroxidase and copper/zinc superoxide dismutase in

preterm cord blood compared to term infants.8 The

presence of higher levels of endostatin, an anti-

angiogenic growth factor, in VLBW infants, suggests

impaired angiogenesis as part of the pathogenesis.9

Other antenatal risk factors included intrauterine

growth restriction (IUGR),10 pre-eclampsia11 and

chorioamnionitis.12 Postnatal risk factors also included

postnatal sepsis,13 presence of patent ductus

arteriosus14 and late surfactant deficiency.15,16

While the main focus of this article is prevention, the

above discussion on pathogenesis and pathophysiology

is important as it provides a mind-map for possible

targets of intervention. Furthermore, some factors are

non-correctable or temporary, others are potentially

amendable and are persisting. In the following context,

preventive strategies will be broadly divided into

ventilatory and non-ventilatory, and determined to be

efficacious and non-efficacious based on the current

evidence. This overview aims to review the efficacy of

current preventive strategies for this disease.

PubMed (a service of the United States National

Library of Medicine) was employed. The keywords

"Bronchopulmonary dysplasia" and "Prevention" were

used for search , with the following limits activated:

Humans, Clinical Trial, Meta-Analysis, Randomised

Controlled Trial (RCT), Systematic Review and published

in the last 5 years. Analysis is referenced from but not

limited to these results. A total of 209 results were

retrieved, including 25 randomised-controlled trials, 16

meta-analyses and 37 systematic reviews. Analysis is

referenced from but not limited to these results. They

are summarised and described (Tables 1 and 2).

Antenatal dexamethasone (Glucocorticoids)

This is routinely given to preterm mothers to prevent

respiratory distress syndrome in infants. Traditionally

trials had demonstrated that antenatal glucocorticoids

could decrease neonatal outcomes such as respiratory

distress syndrome and intraventricular hemorrhage.

However, beneficial effect on bronchopulmonary

dysplasia was not clear-cut. Incidence of BPD had not

decreased, postulated to be due to higher survival rate

of premature infants who would develop this disease.

Figueras-Aloy et al demonstrated in a prospective study

that a complete course of antenatal glucocorticoid

therapy resulted in decrease in incidence of chronic lung

disease (BPD) with OR of 0.63 (95% CI 0.45 to 0.89;

p=0.009).17 On the other hand, Gagliardi et al argued

that this therapy in fact mediated its effect by reducing

the risk factors for BPD and that the protective effect

may be due to those confounding variables instead.18

Protective ventilatory strategies

As illustrated by the model of pathogenesis, premature

infants have underdeveloped and immature lungs with

poor airway supporting structures, and are prone to

overdistension by mechanical ventilation. This results

in fibrosis and scarring, ultimately leading to BPD.

One of the proposed methods was minimal ventilation

with permissive hypercapnia.19 However, the benefit of

this approach has not been adequately demonstrated.

In a systematic review by Woodgate and Davies,20 only

one trial reported a reduced incidence in BPD in 501 to

750 gram subgroup by permissive hypercapnia, while

other studies failed to demonstrate beneficial preventive

outcomes. A recent retrospective study21 further stated

that hypercarbia in the first 6 days of life increased the

incidence of BPD.

High frequency oscillatory ventilation (HFOV)22,23 is a

technique of rapid ventilation through very small tidal

volumes so as to reduce lung injury. A systematic review

and meta-analysis of 3229 patients from 10 randomised

controlled trials showed comparable relative risk of

bronchopulmonary dysplasia (0.95, 95% CI 0.88-1.03)
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Table 1. Summary of literature review

Antenatal:

Antenatal glucocorticoids Prospective study (Figueras-Aloy et al17): decrease in incidence

Postnatal:

Ventilatory strategies

Permissive hypercarbia Systematic review (Woodgate & Davies20): no difference

Prospective study (Subramanian et al21): increase in incidence

HFOV Systematic review and meta-analysis (Cools et al24): no difference from conventional ventilation

Early extubation to nCPAP Systematic review (Patel et al25): decrease in incidence

NIPPV RCT (Ramanathan et al29): decrease in incidence

Volume targeted ventilation Meta-analysis (Wheeler et al30): Decrease in incidence compared to pressure-limited

approach

Lower oxygen saturation Systematic review and meta-analysis (Saugstad & Aune33): decrease in incidence

Non-ventilatory strategies

Fluid restriction Prospective cohort (Oh et al34): decrease in incidence

Diuretics 2 systematic reviews (Brion et al36, Brion et al37): no difference

Postnatal systemic steroids Meta-analysis (Halliday et al38): decrease in incidence

Postnatal inhaled steroids 2 meta-analyses (Shah et al,43 Onland et al44): no difference

Late surfactant replacement 2 meta-analyses (Bahadue & Soll46, Soll & Ozek47): no difference

RCT (Laughon et al45): no difference

Caffeine RCT (Schmidt et al48): decrease in incidence

Vitamin A RCT (Tyson et al49): decrease in incidence

Meta-analysis (Darlow & Graham50): decrease in incidence

Superoxide dismutase RCT (Davis et al55): no difference

Inhaled nitric oxide 3 systematic reviews (Donohue et al56, Askie et al57, Barrington & Finer58): no difference

HFOV: high frequency oscillatory ventilation; nCPAP: nasal continuous positive airway pressure; NIPPV: nasal intermittent positive pressure

ventilation; RCT: randomised controlled trial

Table 2. Summary of literature review (Meta-analyses, Systematic reviews, RCTs)

Systematic reviews 37 Permissive hypercarbia (Woodgate & Davies20)

HFOV (Cools et al24)

Early extubation to nCPAP (Patel et al25)

Diuretics (Brion et al36)

Inhaled nitric oxide (Donohue et al56)

Meta-analyses 16 Volume-targeted ventilation (Wheeler et al30)

Postnatal systemic steroids (Halliday et al38)

Postnatal inhaled steroids (Shah et al,43 Onland et al44)

Late surfactant replacement (Bahadue & Soll46, Soll & Ozek47)

Vitamin A (Darlow & Graham50)

RCTs 25 NIPPV (Ramanathan et al29)

Late surfactant replacement (Laughon et al45)

Caffeine (Schmidt et al48)

Vitamin A (Tyson et al49)

Superoxide dismutase (Davis et al55)

For the quoted randomised-controlled studies and systematic reviews, the common strength is that they have large sample sizes and good

statistical analyses. However, the common weaknesses are that most are limited to Caucasian populations and crippled by the lack of understanding

of the underlying pathophysiology.

HFOV: high frequency oscillatory ventilation; nCPAP: nasal continuous positive airway pressure; NIPPV: nasal intermittent positive pressure

ventilation; RCT: randomised controlled trial

and adverse neurological event (1.00, 95% CI 0.88-

1.13) to that of conventional ventilation.24

It was advised that early extubation to nasal continuous

airway pressure (nCPAP) could help reduce risk of BPD.

A systematic review affirmed that nCPAP showed

reduction in BPD in several randomised trials;25

however, more studies would be needed to differentiate

the benefit of this policy from confounding variables such

as surfactant therapy.26,27
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Nasal intermittent positive pressure ventilation (NIPPV)

is an augmentation of CPAP, with superimposing

inflations set to a peak pressure delivered through nasal

prongs or mask.28 A recently published multi-center

randomised controlled trial conducted between 2006

and 2008 compared the primary and secondary

outcomes of BPD between NIPPV and CPAP. It was

found that nCPAP had a higher percentage of infants

requiring mechanical ventilation (OR 3.6; 95% CI 1.5-

8.7) and having physiological (OR 2.4; 95% CI 1.02-

5.6) and clinical BPD (OR 6.6; 95% CI 2.4-17.8).29

Wheeler et al investigated the beneficial effects of

volume-targeted ventilation (VTV) as opposed to

pressure-limited ventilation in 2 meta-analyses.30-32 The

meta-analysis published in 2010 included 12 randomised

trials, and found that the use of VTV reduced incidence

of death or BPD with a RR of 0.73 (95% CI 0.57 to 0.93).

The meta-analysis in 2011 analysed 9 trials and found

the same RR (0.73; 95% CI 0.57 to 0.93) for incidence

of death or BPD.

Oxygen toxicity has been a concern in premature

infants. A systematic review and meta-analysis of 10

studies investigated the effect of high versus low oxygen

saturation in VLBW and ELBW infants with retinopathy

of prematurity and BPD as outcomes.33 It was found

that a low oxygen saturation approach reduced BPD by

25%, from 40.8% to 29.7%. Hence, low oxygen

saturation was in fact more beneficial than high oxygen

saturation, which was compatible with the hypothesis

that oxygen toxicity contributed to pathogenesis of BPD.

Fluid restriction and the use of diuretics

A retrospective cohort investigated the association

between hydration status and BPD for infants between

401 to 1000 g, and found that those who died or had

BPD had higher fluid intake and lower weight loss.34

Hence fluid restriction had become a routine strategy

for prevention of BPD.35 On the other hand, systematic

reviews assessing either thiazides or loop diuretics failed

to demonstrate any substantial long-term benefits in both

treatment and prevention of BPD.36,37 Nevertheless, they

were still within part of routine prescriptions to improve

pulmonary function in compromised infants.

Postnatal glucocorticoids

Postnatal glucocorticoids can be given systemically or

locally (inhaled). Both of these methods are assessed

separately.

For systemic postnatal glucocorticoids, a meta-analysis

that included 28 trials showed that it was associated with

earlier extubation (RR 0.73, 95% CI 0.62-0.82) and lower

incidence of BPD (28 weeks PMA: RR 0.87, 95% CI

0.81-0.93; 36 weeks PMA: RR 0.79, 95% CI 0.71-0.88).

Despite these favourable findings, the potential benefits

were outweighed by more severe short-term and long-

term complications of steroid use.38-41 Hence American

Academy of Pediatrics and the Canadian Pediatric

Society recommendations restricted systemic steroids

for cases of severe BPD where patients failed to be

weaned off ventilatory support or high concentrations of

oxygen supplementation.42

For local postnatal glucocorticoids, both meta-

analyses43,44 showed that there was no change in

incidence of BPD compared to placebo.

Late surfactant replacement

Surfactant deficiency is frequently observed in ELBW or

VLBW infants at risk of developing BPD and replacement

has been postulated as a potential preventive measure.

However, similar to the case of antenatal glucocorticoids,

the incidence rate of RDS decreased but not the rate of

BPD, since the survival rate of infants at risk of

developing BPD also increased. The results were

demonstrated by a RCT by Laughon et al.45

Two meta-analyses (Bahadue & Soll, Soll & Ozek)

studying the impact of late surfactant replacement on

prevention of RDS and BPD noted similar findings.46,47

Caffeine (methylxanthine)

Caffeine is a type of methylxanthine with anti-

inflammatory and diuretic properties. A multi-center trial

by Schmidt et al recruiting infants with birthweight

between 500 to 1250 g showed that the incidence of

BPD was 40.2% with caffeine administered compared

to 46.2% in placebo group, p<0.01.48

Vitamin A

A multi-centre blinded trial performed by NICHD

neonatal research network involving 807 ELBW infants

randomised to 5000 IU of vitamin A intramuscularly

showed a slight decrease in the risk of BPD among

ELBW infants (RR 0.89, 95% CI 0.80-0.99). It was

postulated to be due to the reversal of vitamin A

deficiency induced impaired lung healing, squamous cell
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metaplasia, reduced alveolarisation and increased

susceptibility to infection.49 Another meta-analysis of

7 RCTs (Darlow & Graham) showed similar results.50

Recent evidence also supports this idea.51-53

Superoxide dismutase

Superoxide dismutase is a type of enzyme that catalyzes

the dismutation of superoxide into oxygen and hydrogen

peroxide and is a type of antioxidant defensive

mechanism.54 A randomised trial by Davis et al55

recruited 302 ELBW infants to receive either

intratracheal r-h CuZnSOD (superoxide dismutase) or

placebo every 48 hours for 1 month. Although the drug

was well-tolerated, there was no difference in mortality

or incidence of BPD between both groups. The

superoxide dismutase group, however, had better long

term pulmonary outcomes. Hence, it was administered

as an investigational drug, not for routine use.

Inhaled nitric oxide

In animal models, inhaled nitric oxide had been

successfu l  in  s t imulat ing angiogenes is  and

alveolarisation. Aforementioned, anti-angiogenesis is a

potential pathogenic factor for BPD, while decreased

alveolarisation is frequently observed in the lungs of BPD

infants. Hence, it was postulated that inhaled nitric oxide

could prevent BPD. However, at least 3 systematic

reviews showed no difference in incidence of BPD

between inhaled nitric oxide and placebo groups.56-60

Conclusions

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia is a common condition

found in ELBW infants with prolonged intubation. It can

lead to multiple complications, presenting along with

other problems of prematurity and can be debilitating

and damaging to normal growth and development.

Pathogenesis of BPD is still largely unknown and widely

investigated. Two of the major contributing factors are

disruption to pulmonary development and inflammation.

Based on this understanding, multiple modalities of

preventive measures and management goals are

developed, broadly divided into ventilatory and non-

ventilatory measures. Most of these strategies are either

not evidence-based or have limited or modest beneficial

outcomes. For ventilatory measures, early extubation

to nCPAP, NIPPV, volume-targeted ventilation and

maintenance of a relatively low oxygen saturation are

evidence-based. For non-ventilatory measures, only

fluid restriction, postnatal systemic steroid use, caffeine

and vitamin A administration have proven value.

Nevertheless, current preventive strategies only had a

modest effect in decreasing the overall incidence in

real i ty,  probably hindered by the inadequate

understanding of the underlying pathophysiology. More

research in this area is needed, in order to truly prevent

BPD and help ELBW or VLBW children reach their full

potential.
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